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RattanIndia-Revolt EV bikes clock 2 Crore green kilometers 

e Milestone marks saving over 6.5 lakh KGs of CO2 emissions 

e Equivalent to saving 11,000 trees 

New Delhi, May 25, 2021: RattanIndia Enterprises backed Revolt Intellicorp (Revolt), India’s next gen-mobility company today marked 

2 crore kilometers on its Al-enabled electric motorcycles on Indian roads. Revolters, as the proud owners of Revolt EV bikes love to 

call themselves, have collectively clocked this milestone number across the country and contributed to reducing 6.5 lakh KGs of CO2 

emissions as compared to the same number of KMs done on petrol motorcycles. This is equivalent to planting around 11,000 trees, 

which is a clear indication of the company’s strategy to provide a cleaner greener tomorrow for the generations to come. 

With an aim to create a future of Al enabled next-gen green mobility, Revolt bikes run on 3.24kWh lithium ion batteries with 0% fuel 

residue. The Revolt EVs are eco-friendly, green & clean and these lithium-ion batteries not only reduce emissions, but also enable an 

uncompromised performance with top speeds of 85 km/hr. The batteries with a single charge of 4 hours have a range of 150 Kms. 

It is exciting to see Revolt achieving such milestones with its world class EV bikes. The tremendous value proposition of sustainable 

mobility is hard to miss and this milestone only indicates a rapid shift that is taking place towards green EV mobility. Revolters are true 

pioneers in leading this change towards smart and green mobility. The company is deeply committed to work towards Sustainable 

Development Goals of UN which is a blueprint to achieve a better and more sustainable future for all of us. 

Revolt truly believes that electric mobility will define the future of automobiles in India and Revolt’s commitment to drive the passion 

of electric motorcycling is stronger than ever before. Over the past few years, the company has received an overwhelming response 

from customers and this milestone is an achievement marked by Revolters. The company’s aim is towards building an ecosystem 

which is environment friendly and sustainable, and helps in speeding up the adoption of EVs in the country. 

Revolt has recently raised INR 150 crore investment to expand the distributor and service network across 35 cities in India. In addition 

to this, the company is also leveraging Al to upscale the driving experience and provide an in-house developed contactless experience 

for its customers. 

About Revolt Intellicorp Pvt. Ltd. 

Revolt Intellicorp is the next-gen mobility company, created for the smart world. Revolt is working with a vision of democratizing clean 

commutes using next-gen mobility solutions and a mission to create a future of next-gen mobility with 100% accessibility and 0% fuel 

residue. With technology at its roots and class-apart products, Revolt has introduced India’s first Al-enabled motorcycle without 

compromising on the performance or aesthetics of a regular ride. 

Revolt Intellicorp commenced operations in 2019. The company offers two EV models in India currently, in addition to a full range of 

genuine parts and accessories available through its authorized dealerships. 

For more details: 

www.revoltmotors.com 

Facebook: /revoltmotorsin 

YouTube: https://bit.ly/2RBQ7dU 

Instagram: /revoltmotorsin 

Twitter: @RevoltMotorsIN


